With the rapid development of wireless communication technologies, interference has become a key impediment in the improvement of network capacity. In practice, although dense deployment of network can effectively increase the spectrum efficiency, severe co-channel interference (CCI) is likely incurred, especially for mobile users in the overlapping areas of multiple access points, leading to serious deterioration of these users' spectral efficiency (SE). Interference steering (IS), emerging as a novel interference management (IM) scheme, can not only eliminate the impact of interference on the desired transmission, but also incur less power overhead than other IM methods. Although some works conducted flexible design of IS via power domain adaptation, the space domain flexibility has not been exploited. Moreover, existing IS works are mainly for the Z-interference channel (ZIC), while in practical use X-interference channel (XIC) is more common. To remedy the above deficiencies, this paper proposes a space-power adaptive interference steering (SPAIS) method in XIC. By adaptively adjusting the strength and spatial feature of the steering signal, SPAIS can not only effectively suppress interference imposed on the interfered receiver (Rx), but also make full use of the power of the steering signal, thus enhancing desired data transmission. Our in-depth simulation results show that compared to existing IM methods, SPAIS can significantly improve the users' SE performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of users' traffics, continually increasing number of online devices, and more emerging mobile services and applications, have made the improvement of communication system's capacity an important issue needs to be well addressed. Although deploying small cells densely in existing cellular networks and improving spectrum efficiency via dynamic spectral access, spatial spectrum reuse, etc., are regarded as effective means to enhance network performance, interference has become an impediment in further improving the network capacity [1] .
In heterogeneous cellular networks (HCNs) where small cells are deployed on top of the macrocell, macro base The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Mauro Fadda . station (BS) is responsible for the fundamental coverage while small BSs are mainly for hot-spot service. Since small cell is geographically close to the end user, it can significantly improve user's data rate. However, while developing hierarchical coverage and ensuring good service and mobility, overlapping area between various types of cells is inevitably increased. Users' communication performance in overlapping area will be seriously degraded due to crossor/and co-tier interference [2] . In enterprise wireless local area networks (WLANs), the degree of overlapping between the coverage areas of adjacent access points (APs) is high. For example, wireless voice communication requires an overlapping coverage rate of approximately 15% or higher so as to enable the Rx to achieve a desired received power level. Although data communication may not require such a high overlapping rate, it is inevitable for the seamless coverage [3] . VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ Moreover, as the density of AP increases, adjacent basic service sets (BSSs) may be allowed to reuse the same frequency resources so that spectrum utilization is improved. In this case, co-channel interference (CCI) between BSSs may occur [4] . Coordinated multi-point (CoMP) [5] employs multiple adjacent BSs to cooperatively provide services for subscribers in the overlapping area. By sharing users' data or/and channel state information (CSI) among multiple BSs, CCI can be effectively suppressed and hence significantly improve cell-edge users' data transmission. CoMP has become one of the key technologies in wireless communication systems [6] , [7] . The CoMP system can also be modeled as cognitive interference channel [8] , which differs from traditional interference channel (IC) in the assumption of cooperation among adjacent transmitters (Txs). In order to meet the demand for higher transmission rate in 5G, the authors of [9] adopted CoMP in massive MIMO to effectively eliminate the interference experienced by cell-edge users. [10] studied the degree of freedom (DoF) of K −user interference channel with CoMP transmission. By introducing two parameters capturing the level of cooperation at the Tx and Rx side, i.e., transmit cooperation order and receive cooperation order, the DoF of CoMP channel has been analyzed.
In order to manage interference in various communication scenarios, a variety of IM methods, such as zero-forcing beamforming (ZFBF) [11] , interference cancellation (IC) [12] , interference alignment (IA) [13] , interference neutralization (IN) [14] , and interference steering (IS) [15] - [17] , have been proposed. The authors of [11] proposed a ZFBF scheme for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) broadcast channel. By selecting a group of users satisfying quasi-orthogonal relations from a large number of candidates, the BS designs a beamforming vector based on the channel features with respect to (w.r.t.) each selected user. Then, interference among the scheduled quasi-orthogonal users can be avoided. However, due to the randomness of channel status, the orthogonality among multiple users' transmissions are not guaranteed, hence incurring low energy efficiency of ZFBF. IC [12] first recovers a portion of the data information from the received mixed signal, and then uses such decoded information and CSI to cancel the interference perceived by the Rx. A typical application of IC is successive interference cancellation (SIC). In [18] , a method called MMSE-SIC, which is based on the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) criterion, was proposed to mitigate interference in the V-BLAST system. However, error propagation affects the performance of SIC, which is also the main obstacle in SIC's practical use.
IA adjusts the interference into a finite subspace orthogonal to the interfered desired signal by pre-processing the transmitted data at the interfering source, hence can maximize the subspace for the desired signal's transmission [19] . In [13] , a partial IA based optimal transceiver is designed for cognitive network. The cognitive users cooperate with each other in the design of precoders, so that the interference subspace of both the primary and cognitive users is effectively compressed, yielding the improvement of cognitive users' transmission while ensuring primary user's quality of service (QoS). IA consumes DoF(s) at the interfered Rx to accommodate the adjusted/aligned interferences. Its feasibility is highly dependent on the system parameters [20] , such as the number of Txs and Rxs, configuration of transmit/receive antennas, etc. Therefore, researchers continually design new IM methods, e.g. IN [14] and IS [15] - [17] . IN seeks to properly combine signals arriving from various paths in such a way that the interfering signals are canceled while the desired signals are preserved [14] . In the application of IN, the stronger the disturbance perceived by the Rx, the higher the power overhead for IN. In some situations, the power cost may be too large to be affordable, leading to infeasible of IN. In order to optimize the use of transmit power for IN and desired data transmission, [21] proposed a scheme called dynamic interference neutralization (DIN). By adaptively determining the portion of interference to be neutralized, the power cost for IN is reduced, and hence increasing the feasibility of IN. In addition, authors of [15] designed interference steering (IS) to further reduce the power cost for IM. With DoF cost at the interfered Rx, IS employs a steering signal to adjust the interference to the orthogonal direction of the interfered Rx's desired transmission, hence eliminating the influence of interference. Note, however, the power efficiency of IS (SE at unit transmit power) is still not optimal. In order to optimally balance the transmit power for IS and desired signal's transmission, [16] proposed dynamic interference steering (DIS). Similarly to DIN, DIS can maximize the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the interfered Rx under certain power constraint, hence optimizing the interfered transmission-pair's SE.
Besides the above-mentioned IM methods, researchers also combined various IM methods together so as to obtain their advantages simultaneously. For example, [22] employed IA and IN in designing the transmission scheme of a two-user interference network. In [23] , a combination of IA and IC (i.e., IAC) was proposed as an effective technique to overcome the limitation of the number of antennas for improving the throughput of MIMO WLANs.
Of the above-mentioned IM schemes, DIN, IS and DIS are designed in ZIC [24] . However, XIC [25] is more common in practical use. In the application of IS, if a Tx generates steering signal for its serving subscriber, this signal may cause interference to other nearby user(s). We regard the influence incurred by the signal for IS as the side-effect of IS. By noting that the steering signal carries the desired information of adjacent user served by the interfering Tx, we attempt to exploit such side-effect of IS so as to further enhance the system's SE. In the following discussion, we use the term interfering transmission-pair to represent the transmission-pair whose Tx interferes with the other Rx, while as a counterpart, the interfered Rx belongs to the interfered transmission-pair. It should be noticed that the above-mentioned side-effect doesn't definitely mean damaging the data transmission, on the contrary, it may contribute to the transmission as long as we can properly select the power used for and spatial feature of the steering signal.
Based on the above discussion, we will propose a space-power adaptive interference steering (SPAIS) method for XIC in this paper. Compared to the space domain adjustment of IA and ZFBF, and power domain design with IC and IN, we dynamically adjust the steering signal's power and spatial feature so as to exploit the benefit brought by or suppress the SE loss caused by its side-effect. Therefore, the steering signal can protect the interfered transmission while contributing (or causing as little damage as possible) to the transmission of interfering transmission-pair, improving system's SE.
The contributions of this paper are two-fold:
• Design of SPAIS in XIC consisting of two mutually interfering communication pairs. By appropriately determining the transmit power used for and the precoding vector of the steering signal, the side-effect of the steering signal can be beneficial, hence maximizing the system's SE.
• Extension of SPAIS to more general parameter settings where the number of desired signals of each transmission-pair and correspondingly the number of interferences each Rx is subjected to are variables. By exploiting the interactions among multiple wireless signals, an equivalent interference is obtained, and then the proposed method can be readily applied.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system model, while Section III discusses the design of SPAIS. Section V analyzes the computational complexity of SPAIS, and Section V presents its generalization. Section VI evaluates the performance of SPAIS. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
Throughout this paper, we use the following notations. The sets of real and complex numbers are denoted by R and C, while vectors and matrices are represented by bold lowercase and upper-case letters, respectively. Let (·) H , (·) T and (·) −1 denote the Hermitian, transpose and inverse of a vector or a matrix. · indicates the Euclidean norm. E(·) denotes statistical expectation. a, b represents the inner product of two vectors.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider XIC as shown in Fig. 1 [26] . Tx adopts beamforming (BF) to transmit to its Rx. Each Tx has the same power P T . By assuming Tx 0 and Tx 1 can cooperate with each other, the transmitted data information and CSI can be shared over the Txs. Under IS, each Tx transmits one desired signal along with one steering signal to its intended Rx. As the figure shows, Tx i 's signal interferes with Rx j where i, j ∈ {0, 1} and i = j. The steering signal generated by Tx i is used to adjust the interference from Tx j , hence carrying the same data as Tx j 's desired signal, this signal -from Tx i to Rx jis the aforementioned side-effect of IS. For clarity, we use 
The number of antennas equipped with Tx i and Rx i are denoted by N Tx i and N Rx i (i ∈ {0, 1}), respectively. Due to space constraint and hardware cost at the mobile terminal, i.e., Rx, it is reasonable to assume N Tx i ≥ N Rx i . We use H i ∈ C N Rx i ×N Tx i to denote the channel matrix between Tx i and Rx i . H ji ∈ C N Rx j ×N Tx i where i, j ∈ {0, 1} and i = j represents the channel matrix between Tx i and Rx j . A spatially uncorrelated Rayleigh flat fading channel model is assumed so that the elements of H i and H ji are modeled as independent and identically distributed zero-mean unit-variance complex Gaussian random variables [27] . All users experience block fading, i.e., channel parameters in a block consisting of several successive transmission cycles remain constant and vary randomly between blocks. Txs can acquire CSI accurately via Rxs' feedback, and share users' data information with each other, e.g. via X2 interface in LTE [28] . We assume the backhaul dedicated to CSI, data information, and signaling delivery are reliable, with which the latency could be reduced to low or even negligible levels relative to the time scale on which the channel state varies [29] .
III. DESIGN OF SPAIS
In this section, we will present the design of space-power adaptive interference steering (SPAIS) in XIC consisting of two mutually interfering communication pairs.
For simplicity, we begin our design with the assumption that the number of data streams of each transmission-pair is one. Since Tx i (i ∈ {0, 1}) generates a steering signal along with its desired signal, Tx i is equipped with N Tx i ≥ 2 antennas. Moreover, as IS consumes one DoF at Rx [15] , N Rx i ≥ 2 should hold. Application of SPAIS in more general situations will be discussed in Section IV. For simplicity, we let N Tx i = N Rx i in the following discussion.
A. BASIC SIGNAL PROCESSING OF SPAIS
Without ambiguity, we call the Tx related to the interfered Rx as interfered Tx, while the Rx associated with the interfering Tx as interfering Rx. Since in XIC, two transmission-pairs interfere with each other, each Tx/Rx is interfering and interfered Tx/Rx simultaneously. The design of SPAIS includes two aspects: 1) adjusting the interference at the interfered Rx to the subspace orthogonal to the Rx's desired signal, and 2) exploiting the steering signal from the interfered Tx to enhance the interfering Rx's SE. To achieve these two goals, we design the steering signals jointly in the space and power domain. By exploiting space domain adaptation in generating steering signal and taking the side-effect of steering signal into account, the system's SE can be improved. The received signal at Rx i can be expressed by Eq. (1) as follows,
where the first two terms on the right hand side (RHS) of Eq. (1) are the primary (d [x i ] i ) and secondary (d [x i ] ij ) desired signals, respectively. To be specific,
ij is the steering signal sent from Tx j (i, j ∈ {0, 1} and i = j) to Rx j , but perceived by Rx i . The third term is the steering signal, i.e., s
i , while the fourth term represents the interference from Tx j , i.e., i
represent the power and precoder for the desired transmission from
are the transmit power and precoding vector for the steering signal sent by Tx i .
= P T holds. n i is an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector whose elements have zero mean and variance σ 2 n . E(n i n H i ) = σ 2 n I N Rx i and I N Rx i is an N Rx i × N Rx i unit matrix. We take the singular value decomposition (SVD) based precoding and reception as an example. Applying SVD to H i , we can have
] are the right and left singular matrices of H i . The column vectors of U i and V i indicate the spatial characteristics of the decoupled spatial sub-channels.
The non-zero principal diagonal elements of D i are organized in a descending order, representing the amplitude gain of sub-channels of H i . In order to achieve high SE, we adopt 
i can also be decomposed into the in-phase and quadrature components w.
We take the adjustment of s [x 1 ] 0 at Rx 0 as an example to analyze the influence of steering signal on both Rxs. Then, we will present the determining of the amount of transmit power and precoding vector for the steering signal generated by Tx 0 following the principle of SPAIS. Since Rx 0 is disturbed by i Now we detail the design of steering signal. As aforementioned, in order to achieve IS at the interfered Rxs, s
i,In should hold. Then, according to Eq. (1), we can get:
is the corresponding normalized unit vector.
In order to make the side-effect of s
ji , contribute as much as possible to Rx j 's data transmission (or degrade as little as possible the Rx j 's reception), p
should be designed so that the spatial correlation between d
i,In , k i has impact on both the strength and direction of the steering signal s
can be obtained as:
j , and A ij , B ij ∈ C N Tx i ×1 . According to Eqs. (3) and (4), we can calculate the power overhead for IS as follows:
Substituting i = 0, j = 1 and i = 1, j = 0 into Eq. (5), respectively, we can have an equation set consisting of two equations. Then, by solving this equation set, we can have the power for generating steering signal as:
With SPAIS, the factor k i (i ∈ {0, 1}) is adjusted so as to obtain the appropriate steering signals. k i determines both the power cost for and the spatial signature of the steering signal, and hence the side-effect of IS. By optimally selecting k i , the system's SE (i.e., the sum of both transmission-pairs's SE) can be maximized.
At Rx, since interference has been adjusted to the orthogonal subspace w.r.t. the desired signal, we can adopt matched filter (MF), denoted by f [ 
i to recover the desired data. u (1) i is the principal left singular vector (i.e., the first column of the left singular matrix V i ) of H i . So, SE of Rx i can be calculated according to Eq. (7), as shown at the bottom this page.
The first term of the numerator of Eq. (7) represents the primary desired signal of Rx i , while the second term is the secondary desired signal from Tx j (j = i). Then, we can easily get the system's SE as C sum = 2 i=1 C i .
B. CALCULATION OF OPTIMAL STEERING FACTORS
According to the previous subsection, C sum is a function of the steering factor k i (i ∈ {0, 1}). In what follows, we will first discuss the range of k i under fixed P T . Then, we can employ exhaustive searching within the derived range so as to determine the optimal steering factors which can maximize
We can see that either ρ ij , ρ ij ∈ (0, 1) or ρ ij , ρ ij ∈ (1, ∞) satisfies Eq. (8) . From ρ ij = k i A ij − B ij 2 we can have:
where
. Re(·) indicates the real part of a complex number. From 0 < α ij k 2 i − 2k i Re(ϑ ij ) + β ij < 1, we can derive the range of k i as
. Then, by combining the above two ranges, we can derive that k i should satisfy either of the conditions given in Eq. (10) as follows:
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. It should be noticed that the range of k i provided by Eq. (10) is too wide to be useful. However, by noting that in practical use, k i should meet the power constraint at Tx, i.e., the power cost for generating steering signal with k i cannot exceed P T , the qualification of a candidate k i can be examined at first by such power constraint, so that the complexity and delay of the searching can be effectively reduced.
Since Tx i doesn't adjust its desired transmission, we can without loss of generality employ f [
1 is the principal right singular vector of H 1 .
By exhaustively searching k i within the range determined by Eq. (10), we can get the optimal steering factor, denoted by k * i . Then, we generate steering signal in terms of k * i , so that the system's SE can be maximized.
IV. ANALYSIS OF COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
We now analyze the computational complexity of the proposed approach. The complexity is quantified in number of real floating point operations (FLOPs) [30] . A real addition, multiplication, or division is counted as 1 FLOP. A complex addition and multiplication have 2 FLOPs and 6 FLOPs, respectively.
In order to realize SPAIS, a steering signal is generated at each of the two Txs. So, the transmit power and precoder for the steering signal should be determined. Moreover, to determine the optimal steering factors, the Txs need to calculate the receive filter at the Rxs and evaluate the achievable system's SE. These operations contribute to the main computational complexity of SPAIS.
According to Eq. (6), determining the transmit power of steering signal requires calculation of ρ ij and ρ ji (i, j ∈ {0, 1} and i = j). Recall that 
In computing the precoder for steering signal, since all the parameters in Eq. (4) have been obtained in the calculation of ρ ij , only 2 1 i=0 N Tx i FLOPs are added. Under SPAIS, the sum SE of both transmission-pairs should be evaluated in searching the optimal steering factors. According to Eq. (7), we need to calculate
j , and calculating the square of the module of their sum take 6 FLOPs in total. Moreover, both multiplying a real number with 1 σ 2 n and adding the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) value to 1 in the logarithmic expression have 1 FLOP. Then, we can have the approximate FLOP count for calculating the sum SE as 1 i=0 (16N Rx i + 8). To find the optimal steering factors, their searching range should be firstly determined. According to Eqs. (9) and (10), the calculation of α ij and β ij each requires 8N Tx i − 2 FLOPs, while the FLOP counts for computing 1 and 2 are 8N Tx i + 5 and 8N Tx i + 6, respectively. On obtaining α ij , β ij , 1 and 2 , the computation of Eq. (10) takes 8 FLOPs. Therefore, determining the searching range of steering factors needs 1 i=0 (32N Tx i + 15) FLOPs in total. In searching the optimal steering factors within the range determined by Eq. (10), given the range of k i is [−µ i , µ i ] and the searching step ν i , 2µ 0 ν 0 = 2µ 1 ν 1 should hold. Since p [x i ] i , P i , A ij and B ij are calculated only once at the beginning of the searching process, whereas ρ ij , ρ ji and system's SE are computed repeatedly in the searching, the searching incurs
So, the computational complexity of SPAIS can be obtained as
V. GENERALIZED DESIGN OF SPAIS
In the previous section, we assume BF is adopted by both transmission-pairs. In this section we will discuss the design of SPAIS in more general situations where each Tx sends multiple data streams. Let the number of data streams transmitted by Tx i be M ≥ 1. x (m) i (m ∈ {1, 2, · · · , M }) denotes the m th data stream. In order to support M concurrent desired transmissions and one steering signal, N Tx i ≥ M + 1 should hold. At each Rx, in addition to recovering M desired signals, an additional DoF for accommodating the steered interference should be provided (the details will be elaborated in the following discussion), so that N Rx i ≥ M + 1 needs to be satisfied. Without loss of generality, we take N Tx i = N Rx i = M + 1 as an example. For simplicity, equal power allocation is employed at each Tx in transmitting multiple desired signals. In what follows, we will first discuss the exploitation of interactions among multiple wireless signals so as to obtain an equivalent interference. Then, SPAIS is applied to this effective interference to improve the system's SE.
A. INTERFERENCE SUBSPACE COMPRESSION
When Tx i (i ∈ {0, 1}) sends M data streams, multiple interferences will be imposed on Tx j where j ∈ {0, 1} and j = i. However, it should be noticed that in IM, we should focus on the effect of interference rather than each interfering component. By noting that multiple wireless signals interact with each other during propagation, we can obtain an equivalent disturbance at the interfered Rx. That is, the interference subspace can be compressed to one dimension regardless of the number of interferences. Then, only one steering signal needs to be generated by the interfered Tx according to the equivalent interference.
We employ Y = {y 1 , · · · , y l , · · · , y L } to denote a symbol set, whose element y l can be represented by its magnitude and phase, i.e., y l = a l e jθ l (l ∈ {1, · · · , L}). L indicates the modulation order. We can arbitrarily select y t = a t e jθ t as the referential symbol, then symbol y l can be represented in terms of y t as:
As for the interference caused by Tx i to Rx j (i, j ∈ {0, 1} and i = j), the symbol carried by the m th disturbance is represented by x (m) i where m ∈ {1, 2, · · · , M }. For simplicity, we assume Tx i employs the same modulation scheme to generate multiple data streams, and adopt a i as:
Based on the above analysis, we define the power overhead at Tx j for IS as P
represents the referential symbol carried by the t th j interfering signal received by Rx i . Then, the interference carrying data x (m) j perceived by Rx i is:
Therefore, M interferences can be equivalent to one effective disturbance:
indicates the spatial signature of the equivalent interference. 
B. DESIGN OF SPAIS WITH MULTIPLE DESIRED AND INTERFERING SIGNALS
On obtaining the effective interference, SPAIS can be readily applied. For clarity, we use Fig. 3 to illustrate the spatial 
and j = i). The two desired signals d [x (1) i ] i and d [x (2) i ] i form a two-dimensional space (i.e., plane) φ.
Based on the analysis in the previous subsection, multiple interferences perceived by Rx i can be equivalent to an effec-
can be decomposed into two components located in plane φ and orthogonal to φ, denoted by i
which can also be decomposed into two components,
According to the design principle of SPAIS, s
to the direction orthogonal to plane φ, i.e., aligning in the same direction of i Fig. 3 .
should be adjusted so that the spatial correlation between
is as large as possible. Similarly, the steering signal at Tx j needs to be adjusted so as to achieve as high
as possible at Rx i , while protecting Rx j 's desired signals.
It should be noticed that in the multi-desired-signal and multi-interference scenario, since only one steering signal is employed by each transmission-pair, there exists only one secondary desired signal for each Rx. Therefore, the maximized correlation is calculated in terms of the primary and secondary (or side-effect) desired signal carrying the same data (i.e., the referential symbol). As for the other primary desired signals, they will be disturbed by the side-effect.
Based on the above analysis, an equivalent interference can be obtained by aggregating multiple interfering signals, and then SPAIS can be applied to such effective interference. In what follows, we will detail the more general design of SPAIS under the assumption that each transmission-pair transmits M > 1 data streams. Without loss of generality, we let the interference at Rx i carrying data x (t i ) j be the referential signal. The power cost for IS at Tx i is P
. According to Eq. (14), the aggregated interference perceived by Rx i can be
The mixed signal received by Rx i is given by Eq. (15) , as shown at the bottom of this page, where i, j ∈ {0, 1}, i = j, and m, t i , t j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , M }. Applying SVD to H i , we can have H i = U i i V H i . We adopt the m th column of V i as the precoding vector for data x
i which is the same as one of the M primary desired signals' data of Rx i , i.e., x
to indicate the direction of Rx i 's primary desired signal. Since M DoFs are used for the data transmission, the aggregated/effective interference is steered to d can be obtained via applying SVD to H i . According to Section III, both the
can be decomposed into in-phase and quadrature components w.r.t. the desired signals' subspace, hence we can
. According to the principle of IS, we have Eq. (16) , as shown at the bottom of this page.
As for the quadrature component of the effective disturbance, i.e., s
From Eqs. (15)-(17), we can get Eq. (18) , as shown at the bottom of the next page.
Then, the precoding vector for the steering signal can be computed as:
2 , then according to Eqs. (18) and (19) , the power overhead for IS at Tx i is:
Solving in an equation set, we can get:
We then substitute Eq.
Recall that ρ ij = k i A ij − B ij 2 and substitute it into Eq. (22), we can derive the range of k i as follows:
Similarly to the previous section, we can adopt exhaustive searching to find the optimal k * i in the range determined by Eq. (23) where i ∈ {0, 1}, and hence the system's SE is maximized.
VI. EVALUATION
We now use MATLAB simulation to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. We consider XIC consisting of two transmission-pairs. Tx i (i ∈ {0, 1}) sends M data streams to Rx i . The numbers of antennas of Tx i and Rx i satisfy N Tx i = N Rx i = M + 1. We define γ = 10 log 10 (P T /σ 2 n ) (dB). We adopt BPSK modulation as an example, and without loss of generality select the data indexed by t i = 1 as the referential symbol in obtaining the effective interference.
We first simulate under M = 1 and N Tx i = N Rx i = 2. Given certain channel conditions, the optimal steering factors are searched, yielding the maximum system's SE. Such experiment is conducted under various channel realizations, and then the relationship between k * i and the maximum system's SE can be obtained in a statistical sense. The searching range of k i (i ∈ {0, 1}) is [−µ, µ]. We divide this 2µ × 2µ searching area into l 2 squares each with side-length 2µ/l. In the simulation, we set searching step to be 0.1 in each dimension (i.e., i = 0 and i = 1, respectively) of Fig. 4 . In theory, continuous searching within the whole region can yield global optimal steering factors. However, such ideal searching will incur large amount of computational complexity and high latency, and hence infeasible for practical use. The larger µ or/and smaller searching step, the longer searching time. However, too small µ or/and too large searching step may incur non-optimal steering factor. In practice, we can determine searching region in terms of the power budget at the Tx and the strength of interference, and select appropriate searching step meeting the requirement for timeliness in practice, so that we can guarantee the global feature of the searching result with high probability and quasi-optimal steering factors at reasonable complexity and latency overhead. We conduct N times of simulation of SPAIS. The ϕ th (ϕ ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N }) simulation includes the following operations: 1) generating the channel state information CSI ϕ ; 2) calculating system's SE C sum,ϕ according to Eq. (7); and 3) searching k i,ϕ with step 0.1 in the range of [−µ, µ], yielding the optimal k * i,ϕ and maximum C * sum,ϕ correspondingly. In the exhaustive searching, if k i,ϕ does not satisfy Eq. (10), IS is not applicable due to the fact that the power cost for IS exceeds the power budget at the interfered Tx. In such a case, C sum,ϕ is counted as zero. When the optimal steering factor for both transmission-pairs, denoted by k * ϕ = [k * 0,ϕ k * 1,ϕ ] T , is obtained, we store C * sum,ϕ and k * ϕ as the sample of the ϕ th experiment. After conducting N times of simulation, we can obtain the vector C * sum = [C * sum,1 · · · C * sum,ϕ · · · C * sum,N ] and Fig. 4 plots the distribution of k * ϕ . We take l = 5 as an example. The square indexed by q on the k 0 -axis and r on the k 1 -axis, respectively, is denoted by M qr where q, r ∈ {1, 2, · · · , l}. The center of M qr is (k q 0 , k r
We use η qr to represent the number of k * ϕ s that fall in M qr . l q=1,r=1 η qr = N holds. Since each k * ϕ corresponds to a C * sum,ϕ , we average C * sum,ϕ over η qr samples to obtain C * ,qr sum,ϕ . Then, a point (k q 0 , k r 1 , C * ,qr sum ) can be drawn in a three-dimensional space. Based on the above description, we can plot Fig. 5 . It should be noticed that k q 0 , k r 1 , k 0 , and k 1 represent the coordinate values on the k 0 -and k 1 -axis, respectively. When superscripts q and r are employed, we refer to the center of square M qr specifically. sum , of all the regions is yielded. The system's SE decreases with an increase of k 0 or/and k 1 . This is because as the steering factor grows, the power overhead for IS increases, incurring decrease of transmit power for the primary desired signal. Although SPAIS can improve the correlation of the secondary and the primary desired signal, the degradation of SE caused by the decrease of primary desired signal's power still outweighs the increase of the contribution of the secondary desired signal to the data transmission. It should be noticed that when applying SPAIS, the optimal k * ϕ is determined by CSI ϕ , based on which the steering signal is generated. Selecting [k 0 , k 1 ] in M 55 region of Fig. 5 cannot definitely lead to the best SE performance. Given CSI ϕ , the optimal k * ϕ should be found first, then the system's SE can be maximized. Fig. 6 plots the distribution of the optimal k * ϕ under N = 2.5 × 10 4 , l = 9, µ = 1.8 and γ = 5dB. The probability that M qr contains the optimal steering factor is calculated as p qr = η qr /N . We plot point (k q 0 , k r 1 , p qr ) in a three-dimensional space where (k q 0 , k r 1 ) is the center of region M qr . As the figure shows, the probability that the maximum system's SE is achieved reduces with an increase of k q 0 or/and k r 1 . This is because large k 0 or/and k 1 indicates high probability that the power cost for IS exceeds the power budget of Tx, and hence increasing the infeasibility of SPAIS. In the simulation, we count the system's SE as 0 when SPAIS is inapplicable. So, when k 0 or/and k 1 is large, the probability that the maximum system's SE is achieved becomes low. It should be noticed that although Fig. 6 shows that selecting k 0 and k 1 in the range of [−0.2, 0.2] can yield the maximum SE with probability of 0.209, k 0 , k 1 ∈ [−0.2, 0.2] doesn't definitely lead to the best SE. In practical use of SPAIS, exhaustive searching for the optimal steering factor may have poor real-time performance. According to the discussion about Figs. 5 and 6, one can select k 0 and k 1 in M 55 for simplicity, however, non-optimal or even poor system's SE may result. This is because selecting k 0 and k 1 in other regions can probably output higher or even the optimal SE. Therefore, given CSI ϕ , finding the optimal k * ϕ is essential to achieving high system's SE. Although the above simulation is under γ = 5dB, similar results can be obtained under other values of γ . For space limit, we omit the results in this paper. Fig. 1 . When the power overhead exceeds the total power of Tx, the system's SE is counted as 0. As the figure shows, SE of Non-IM is inferior to that of the other methods. Since SPAIS can modify and hence make full use of the side-effect of the steering signal, it outputs the best SE. DIS outperforms IS due to its low power cost and high feasibility compared to the latter. Both ZFBF and IA are the interfering Tx-side implementations, thus incurring no power cost for IM, so that their system's SE is close to each other in the medium to high γ region. When applying ZFBF in XIC, each Tx adjusts its transmission beam so that the null of the beam is pointed to its unintended Rx, then interference to the unintended Rx is avoided. With ZFBF, the two Txs cooperate with each other in determining the precoding vectors. As for IA, each Tx designs its own precoder independently. Therefore, ZFBF is slightly better than IA in the low γ region due to its Tx-side cooperation. [N Tx i , M , N Rx i ] to denote the parameter settings where N Tx i and N Rx i are the numbers of antennas equipped with Tx i and Rx i , respectively. M is the number of desired/interfering signals. As discussed in Section V, we adopt N Tx i = N Rx i = M + 1. As the figure shows, the system's SE grows with the increase of M . This is because both N Tx i and N Rx i increase as M grows which leads to larger antenna array processing gain, and hence enhancing the SE performance.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a space-power adaptive interference steering (SPAIS) in X-interference channel (XIC) is proposed to remedy the deficiencies of existing IS works in exploiting the space domain adaptation and extended application in XIC scenarios. By adaptively adjusting the power and spatial feature of the steering signal, SPAIS can not only effectively mitigate the interference imposed on the unintended Rx, but also make use of the side-effect of the steering signal. Our in-depth simulation results have shown that compared to existing IM methods, SPAIS can significantly improve the system's SE.
